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It is an axiom of medicine: “when you hear hoofbeats, you think horses, not
zebras.” Dr. Gregory House and his elite team of diagnostic fellows chase med-
icine’s “zebras” — the anomalies, the odd presentations, the diseases so rare that
most doctors would not have encountered them in a normal medical practice. 

House, M.D. is, itself, a zebra in a herd of horses. It is a rare find of a show
blessed with consistently sharp, intelligent writing: densely packed and multi-
faceted. It features one of the most complex characters ever to have been written
for the small screen, Dr. Gregory House, brought to life through Hugh Laurie’s
brilliant and nuanced performance.

I grew up on tv. By age nine, I was hooked on The Man From U.N.C.L.E.
and by 11, I was addicted to Star Trek classic. Nowadays, I have little time for
series television. But when I get hooked on a television show, I really get
hooked, and so it is with House, M.D.

Whenever the media say that women are attracted to House because he’s a
“bad boy,” I tend to cringe first and then shake my head in disagreement. I don’t
like “bad boys” — real or fictional. I like my heroes, well . . . heroic. Heroic, but
tragically flawed: equal parts Mr. Knightley and Edward Rochester; Mr. Spock
and Rick Blaine.

House has a “public persona” and also one he keeps tightly under wraps,
reluctant to reveal — to anyone. Publicly, he’s a brilliant diagnostician, intuitive,
deductive, and eerily smart. He’s also a risk taker and more than a tad reckless.
In many ways he’s an adolescent boy constantly hatching his next manipulation
or elaborate game. He’s crude and rude. House’s closest associates tell us that
House cares only about the puzzle. No messiah complex for him; he has a
Rubik’s complex instead. But how does this image reconcile with the times
we’ve seen him gazing yearningly from behind the glass into patient rooms,
watching them with their families? How often do we observe the arrogant and
egotistical Gregory House late at night, alone in his office or apartment, des-
perately searching for answers inside himself long after everyone else has gone

Preface
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home? Like the show that bears his name, House is as complex and rare as the
medical cases he takes on: a zebra amongst the horses.

This book is a highly subjective look at a great television series through one
fan’s perspective. Another writer might focus on the medicine, the humor, or
the mysteries. But I view House, M.D. fundamentally as a detailed character
study: House’s journey, his struggles, and the people in his orbit. This is the
lens through which I enjoy House — and through which I understand it.

There are chapters here on the writing, the structure, and the elements that
make House, M.D. such a fascinating series. There are chapters on each of the
characters and some of the show’s oft-visited themes viewed through “closer
looks” at key episodes. I’ve also included an extensive six-season episode guide.
Although there are episode guides all over the Internet offering episode recaps
and credits (and even in-depth analyses, including my feature at Blogcritics), this
guide is slightly different. It’s a road map through the series, showing you the
highlights from six seasons: memorable scenes, House’s patented eureka
moments, clinic patients, relationship highlights, music, and more — all from
a fan’s perspective. 

Spoiler Warning: These narrative chapters contain many spoilers, 
giving away major character and plot points from episodes throughout
the first six seasons of House. If you are new to the series and do not
want to be “spoiled” about episodes you haven’t yet seen, I’d suggest
moving first to the book’s six-season episode guide!

Scattered throughout the book, I’ve shared quotes from the numerous exclu-
sive interviews I’ve been privileged to conduct for Blogcritics through the years
with House producers, writers, crew, and actors, including: Katie Jacobs, Jennifer
Morrison, Lisa Edelstein, Garrett Lerner, Russel Friend, Doris Egan, Eli Attie,
David Foster, and production designer Jeremy Cassells. 

Enjoy!

Barbara Barnett
May 2010

12
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Introduction
Elementary, My Dear Wilson

Dr. Gregory House is an unrepentant jerk. He’s rude, brusque, and harsh —
suffering no fools and taking no prisoners. He’s not conventionally pretty; he’s
not young. In addition, he’s crippled, limping along with a cane. Yet, he’s the
central character on the hit television series, House, M.D. (just House, for short).
It’s a completely unlikely proposition. How do you sell the network on a series
created around such an irredeemable bastard? Who would even want to watch
it? Millions do.

House is one of the highest-rated television series on American television.
More than that, it’s a hit around the world — from the United Kingdom,
France, Spain, Eastern Europe to the Middle East, and in lands as far flung as
Australia and Hong Kong. In Canada, House has even outranked American Idol!
Eurodata TV Worldwide, which tracks and ranks television across the globe,
reported in June 2009 that House was the most-watched television show world-
wide, with nearly 82 million viewers tuning in from 66 countries.

Why would more than 80 million viewers tune in week after week to see Dr.
Gregory House verbally spar with his patients, staff, and colleagues at
Princeton-Plainsboro Teaching Hospital? There has to be something more to
it (and to him) than just a brilliant jerk packing a stethoscope and a toxic tongue.

Is it the bizarre medical cases? That’s probably one reason, and the starting
point for most episodes. Inspired by physician Lisa Sanders’ New York Times
feature “Diagnosis,” the House writing team, with creator David Shore at the
helm, conjure the most unusual of cases, fitting for an elite Department of
Diagnostic Medicine.

Perhaps the series owes its success to the snappy dialogue: the quick wit and
rapid-fire pace of the writing. The show’s scripts are certainly dense and swiftly
paced: a stark counterpoint to the physically disabled and slow-of-foot Gregory
House. And the humor, with its one-liner “House-isms” and snarky banter, sup-
plies balance to the intensity of the weekly medical and character stories.

Or do people simply live vicariously through House’s unfiltered voice? He
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is certainly capable of saying things the likes of which we normal, well-adjusted
worker bees can only dream. Some may be intrigued by House’s uniquely per-
sonal code of ethics. Or perhaps House’s personal struggles resonate with us.

Much credit in making House compelling television goes to the nuanced and
genuine performance of Hugh Laurie, who stars as the genius diagnostician
with serious personality issues. Through his expressive eyes and masterful
acting, Laurie’s flawless interpretation of House’s frustrations, fears, hopes, and
hurts guides us through House’s morass of bullshit and elaborate game playing
and deep into his heart and soul.

“Hugh has contributed not only in front of the camera — and has contributed

in a way nobody else could — he is such a partner. Contributing in so many

ways from the very beginning, which is why the show is so successful.”

— Showrunner/executive producer/director Katie Jacobs, January 2009 interview

It’s ironic that executive producer Bryan Singer, the director of the House
pilot, had difficulty casting the role of the quintessentially American Gregory
House with an American actor. It was not until Laurie, legendary British come-
dian (and novelist, musician, and actor), sent in an audition tape, complete with
perfect American accent, that Singer found an “American” actor capable of han-
dling the complex role. But perhaps that’s because Dr. Gregory House has more
in common with a particular English literary hero than he has with any
American television character. 

Take a classic British literary hero, bring him into 21st century American
medicine with a vengeance, and create a modern television phenomenon. The
parallels to House’s literary grandfather — Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 19th cen-
tury detective Sherlock Holmes — are many and intentional. House . . .
Holmes; Wilson . . . Watson. Holmes fiddled with his fiddle; House plays piano
and guitar. Both House and Holmes reside at 221B. Holmes solved cases with
associative leaps — a combination of genius and deductive reasoning, super-
heroic observational skills and deep intuition about the human psyche. So does
House.

Like his Victorian ancestor, House applies logic, reasoning, an encyclopedic
knowledge (of everything), plus his intuition to solve medical mysteries and
save lives. Holmes uses cocaine to forestall boredom; House uses Vicodin for
more than just the pain in his leg. 

Unlike the British Sherlock Holmes, House is very much American. Yet, the
Eton- and Cambridge-educated Laurie — a quintessentially British actor —

14
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completely captures the character. It’s no accident that Holmes fans have often
suggested Laurie as the heir apparent to the role of Holmes.

But Sherlock Holmes isn’t House’s only literary or pop culture ancestor.
House’s heritage includes a long history of literary and cinematic heroes and
antiheroes. Part Byron, part Sherlock, a bit of Quincy, M.E., perhaps a hint of
Dr. Kildare’s mentor Gillespie, some of the The Dark Knight’s Batman, and a
generous dollop of truth-seeking antihero Fox Mulder (The X-Files), House
joins the ranks of classic dark angels and iconoclasts. 

Conceived by David Shore (Hack, Family Law, and Law & Order), a
Canadian former corporate attorney, House was intended to fit into a network
need for a new “procedural” series. Shore’s partner in this venture, writer Paul
Attanasio (Quiz Show, The Sum of All Fears, The Good German) “came up with
this medical idea that was like a cop procedural. The suspects were the germs,”
Shore noted in an interview with Dylan Callaghan for the Writers Guild of
America. Or, as Shore put it in an interview for the House season one dvd set,
they were “trying to do a cop kind of show in a medical setting . . . a group of
doctors trying to diagnose the undiagnosable.” But astutely, Shore recognized
that a “procedural” was simply not enough. 

“I quickly began to realize that we needed that character element. I mean,
germs don’t have motives,” he said in the Callaghan interview. Shore told John
Doyle of Canada’s Globe and Mail, House is “not about the medical stories as
much as it is about that character who’s so clever, philosophical, and ethical.”
Around that character, Shore and company — Attanasio, executive producer
Katie Jacobs, and Bryan Singer — constructed a well-realized universe where
this tough, clever, strangely ethical, abrasive, and wounded Dr. Gregory House
could play.

House debuted November 16, 2004, with an audience of slightly more than
7million, and ranked 62nd in the ABC Medianet Weekly Television Rankings.
Critics generally liked the show, but most wondered how long a show about
bizarre illnesses — and featuring such a cranky, even misanthropic, doctor —
could really last on network television. 

The series viewership dropped below 7million by its second week and stayed
there until January, when an a little show called American Idol premiered its
fourth season in January 2005. The coveted post-Idol spot on Fox’s schedule
was a welcome elixir to the fledgling series. Curious American Idol viewers stayed
tuned to watch the new series and got hooked. Following Idol, House nearly
doubled its viewership to more than 12 million viewers, and soared from 53rd
to 25th in the national rankings.

Produced by NBC Universal, House was nearly rejected by Fox, which had

15
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purchased the rights to the show nearly a year before it went on the air. Fox’s
viewership is typically young, and the network “powers that be” were concerned
about airing a series about a craggy middle-aged misanthrope, according to
Shore.

Although the show seemed to have hit its peak in United States in season
three, especially with its coveted post–American Idol slot, the show has main-
tained a viewership well above 12million for Fox Network’s first-run broadcast,
with many more tuning in for the rebroadcast on the Universal-owned USA
Network the following week. Although the numbers dipped somewhat when
House moved to Monday nights at 8 p.m. after losing the American Idol lead-in
entirely, they have remained consistently strong. Even in its sixth season, the
series has the ability to draw 14million (“Remorse,” 6.12) to 16million viewers
(“Broken,” 6.01, 6.02), even without the lead-in.

No one knows how much longer House will remain on the air. Entering its
seventh season as this book goes to press, the series seems to still be going
strong. There appear to be no end to bizarre medical cases, and the tireless
Hugh Laurie continues to pour his soul into every performance, even directing
an episode during season six (“Lockdown,” 6.17). But every series ends even-
tually, and whether it’s Laurie’s desire to return to the U.K. or to go on to other
things (or if the series simply runs out of steam, which would be a terrible
shame), it will end someday.

Will House go riding off into the sunset on his motorcycle with Dean of
Medicine Lisa Cuddy sitting behind him? Perhaps ex-girlfriend Stacy, former
fellow Dr. Allison Cameron — or maybe even best friend James Wilson? Or will
the series end on a more somber note? No one knows, but until that time, we’ll
sit mesmerized by one of television’s most compelling characters, hoping the
journey never ends.

The House Online Fan Community 

The Internet is host to dozens (if not hundreds) of places where you can

explore your House passion. Medicine your thing? PoliteDissent.com takes

apart the medicine of each episode, grading it for accuracy as well as story

quality. Interested in one or another of the relationships on the show? Explore

the numerous Live Journal communities that specialize in everything from

“Hameron” (House/Cameron) and “Huddy” (House/Cuddy) to “Hilson”

(House/Wilson) and any other pairing your imagination can conjure. Fox.com
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hosts the official House, M.D. site with an active discussion forum, videos, 

links, and a House wiki. And of course for in-depth discussion of everything

House, you must visit Blogcritics magazine’s House feature “Welcome to the

End of the Thought Process: An Introspective Look at House, M.D.” 

There are a multitude of other blogs and comprehensive websites provide

the discerning House fan with endless hours of entertainment and much oppor-

tunity to talk, read, debate, and argue with fellow fans about everything from

House’s latest scheme to Cuddy’s latest hairstyle. For those so inclined there

are places where you can find “spoilers” to divulge what’s coming up on the

series, and fan fiction sites where you read some excellent (and even novel-

length) stories about the show’s characters with content ratings from “G” to

“Adults Only.” 

The online community is incredibly diverse, with pre-teens to grandparents

participating in the discussion. The community is admittedly skewed female,

but you’ll find fans from all over the globe with whom to share your interest in

the series. It’s easy to locate the perfect group for your specific interest in the

show: just Google, click, and shop around. 

Finding a Holmes in (the) House
An Interview with a House-Loving Holmesian

As you might imagine, a television series (however loosely) based on the
Sherlock Holmes stories might incorporate a nod or two (or 10) to the famed
literary series. For example, observant viewers might have noticed The Complete
Sherlock Holmes on House’s living room end table during seasons four and five.

The show creators have scattered numerous subtle — and not so subtle —
Holmesian references throughout the series fabric since episode one. However,
the most interesting connection between the two characters originates in the
creation of Sherlock Holmes himself. 

Holmes’ creator, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, a physician as well as a writer,
trained at the University of Edinburgh under Dr. Joseph Bell (a physician to
Queen Victoria). Bell would often amaze and amuse his friends at parties by
diagnosing a roomful of people on the spot, using only his keen observational
skills. Conan Doyle, of course, later went on to write the Sherlock Holmes sto-
ries and novels, loosely basing his creation on his amazingly observant mentor.

Dr. House has also occasionally demonstrated the same flair, for example,
diagnosing a clinic waiting room full of patients in the series’ third episode
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“Occam’s Razor” (1.03). Unlike Bell, though, House doesn’t do it so much to
amuse as to dispose of his patients asap. But the literary lineage is clear: Bell to
Conan Doyle to Holmes to House.

David Shore has often remarked that the names House and Wilson are a
play on Holmes and Watson, and as we learn in season two (“Hunting,” 2.07),
like the fictional detective, House lives at “221B.” We’ve not yet learned
whether he actually resides on Baker Street, which would extend the parallel.

The patient in the “Pilot” episode is Rebecca Adler, clearly a reference to
“the woman that got away” in the Holmes canon, Irene Adler. Besides the name,
there is little to connect Rebecca and Irene. But Holmes’ Irene comes up again
in “Joy to the World” (5.11) when House’s best friend Dr. James Wilson con-
fabulates a tale about how House acquired a copy of Joseph Bell’s 19th century
medical book On Surgery. Describing House’s obsession with “Irene Adler,” a
patient treated years earlier — someone he couldn’t diagnose, Wilson calls her
“the one that got away.” (Of course, that wasn’t at all the case; Wilson had actu-
ally given House the book. He is simply screwing with one of House’s fellows.)

Arachne Jericho, a Holmes blogger (Holmesian Derivations) and occasional
contributor to the science fiction Internet site Tor.com is also a House fan.
Jericho sees numerous connections between the genius detective and his med-
ical descendant. Like Holmes, Jericho says, House is a bit messy with books
piled all over the place, papers stuck in odd places, etc. And whereas Holmes
keeps tobacco in a Persian slipper, we learn at the end of season five that House
has been known to keep a secret stash of Vicodin in his sneaker (“Under My
Skin,” 5.23).

Watson would continually be irritated with Holmes’ sloppiness (Watson is
Holmes’ roommate). And, says Jericho, “When Wilson ended up staying with
House — well, we know how that ended up. You don’t want to be the roommate
of House or Holmes!” Circa season six, House seems at least marginally more
inclined to neatness, perhaps because he’s living under Wilson’s roof this time.

In the Holmes canon, notes Jericho, Scotland Yard detective Inspector G.
Lestrade is often portrayed as Sherlock’s “semi-nemesis.” He’s a policeman
who plays it by the book, and “the book” doesn’t work any better in Holmes’
universe than it does in House’s. Who is House’s Lestrade? Jericho argues that
the conventionally thinking doctors who dwell in House’s universe collectively
represent him. “We can see it any time House is up against a doctor who works
more traditionally than he does, whether it’s a regular like Cuddy, one of
House’s team, or some poor guest star.”

Holmes fans think of Professor James Moriarty as his archenemy. A criminal
mastermind, Holmes dubbed him the “Napoleon of Crime.” So who is House’s

18
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Moriarty? So far, the only “Moriarty” has emerged from House’s own psyche.
In season two finale “No Reason” (2.24), House, who has been shot by a former
patient, hallucinates about him while unconscious. The man is House’s intel-
lectual equal, challenging, and taunting him about everything from his sanity to
his misery and self-destructiveness.

Although he is never actually called “Moriarty” during the episode, the
shooting script refers to him that way in a clear shout-out to Holmes. So, is
House his own Moriarty? House is often his own worst enemy, sabotaging his
life and relationships — as his therapist in “Broken” (6.01, 6.02) suggests —
almost as if that is the goal. He is also, in many ways, much harder on himself
than anyone knows, so why not?

At least nominally, Wilson is intended as House’s Watson. But Robert Sean
Leonard, who plays House’s best friend, Dr. James Wilson, disagrees. He has
said that House’s team of fellows are the Watson of this Sherlock Holmes
retelling. 

Arachne Jericho observes that Wilson is certainly not as much of a hero-
worshipper of House as Watson appears to be in the Holmes stories. On the
other hand, both Wilson and Watson seem to “need to be needed,” and have
chosen especially needy friends in House and Holmes, respectively.

A new film adaptation of Sherlock Holmes was released in 2009. Not exactly
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock, the movie, starring Robert Downey Jr. as Holmes and
Jude Law as Watson, gave a shout out to House, M.D. bringing the relationship
between Holmes and House full circle. 

In the movie, Watson is ready to quit his relationship with Holmes, tired of
whole game. But Holmes manages to suck Watson completely into a new case.
And pulling a quotation right out of the House episode “Birthmarks” (5.04), he
harangues Watson to “Admit it! Admit it! Admit it!” — admit that he really
doesn’t want to quit the game — or Holmes. Coincidence? I think not!

19
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Rebecca Adler engages with her kindergarten students about how they spent
their weekend. Suddenly she starts to babble incoherently, much to the amuse-
ment of the five-year-olds in her class. But as she tries to scrawl the words “Get
help” on the blackboard, they quickly realize something’s not right with Miss
Rebecca. A normal life disrupted abruptly: something House fans will soon rec-
ognize as the episode “teaser.” It sets the stage for the medical mystery to be
solved in the hour to come. Rebecca’s symptoms point to something wrong
with her brain. But what?

By the end of the episode, we’ll know: it’s a dying tapeworm in the brain.
The medical gymnastics to get from “incoherent babble” to the final diagnosis
frame the pilot episode of House.

After the “teaser” segment, the camera focuses on two men walking in what
appears to be a hospital foyer. At first, only their legs are visible; one man wears
a white doctor coat and the other leans heavily on a wood cane, walking with
pronounced limp.

We are about to meet Dr. Gregory House, legendary, “world-famous”
doctor. He’s a specialist in infectious diseases and nephrology (kidney diseases)
— and head of the Diagnostics Department at the fictional Princeton-
Plainsboro Teaching Hospital. And big hint: the famous doctor is not the one
wearing the white lab coat. The one in the coat is House’s best friend, head of
oncology, Dr. James Wilson, who wants him to take the case of our young
kindergarten teacher from the teaser. He tells House that his cousin “Rachel”
(note, not “Rebecca”) has seen several doctors, but is still sick.

Department of Diagnostic Medicine?
Outside House’s universe, in the real world, there is no such medical sub-
specialty as “diagnostic medicine,” although this may be changing. In 2009, the
National Institutes of Health established the Center for Rare and Undiagnosed
Diseases to evaluate patients for diseases “resistant to diagnosis,” which is 

Differential Diagnosis
A Character Study Wrapped in a Mystery 

Wrapped in a Medical Procedural
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essentially what House does on a smaller scale.
Most doctors are diagnosticians in one way or another, and they perform

“differential diagnoses” all the time. You don’t feel well; something hurts. And
it prompts you to see your family physician. After you describe your symptoms,
the doctor takes a medical history, does a few tests, and, based on all that,
delivers a diagnosis — hopefully.

But what if the symptoms, the history, and the tests don’t add up? Or what
if the doctor thinks he has the answer, you do what he tells you to do, but you’re
still sick — and getting worse by the hour? And what if you have consulted
doctor after doctor and still come no closer to finding out what’s wrong?

The Princeton-Plainsboro Diagnostics Department is one of a kind, cre-
ated especially for Dr. Gregory House, who happens to have a genius for
diagnosis. He is a sort of medical court of last resort. People seek him out when
no one else can help.

Chasing Zebras
Standard medical practice warns that when you “hear hoofbeats, think horses,
not zebras.” Don’t get exotic; consider the easiest explanation first. And usually,
that works. But House and his elite group of medical fellows — board-certified
physicians acquiring advanced training from a brilliant practitioner — are
equipped to hunt down the medical zebras, the cases other doctors miss. In
“Pilot,” House explains that if Rebecca’s illness “is a horse,” her family doctor
would have figured it out, and the case “never gets near this office.”

As they consider the case, House’s fellows process new information through
their own specialties: Eric Foreman is a neurologist; Allison Cameron is an
immunologist; Robert Chase is an intensivist (critical care specialist). House’s
dual specialties of infectious diseases and nephrology (diseases of the kidneys)
round out the constellation of expertise. His holistic way of looking at symp-
toms, coupled with vast medical knowledge, helps him finesse the team’s
educated guesses into probable new diagnoses.

As the medical story unfolds in “Pilot,” we begin to learn more about House
and the rest of his team. This debut episode begins to sketch out the key roles
and relationships of the series. House is the sardonic, embittered antihero, mis-
anthropic and disillusioned. His philosophy of life is “Everybody lies.” Wilson,
his best friend, is the classic straight man or sidekick. House’s team is young,
pretty, smart. (Hey, this is a Fox show, right?) We meet Dr. Lisa Cuddy, the
chief hospital administrator, and dean of medicine at Princeton-Plainsboro. She
is also House’s boss and main adversary. But we quickly observe that their
banter sparkles with the hint of something more than mere antagonism between
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boss and difficult employee.
For the first time, we see what will become familiar components of House’s

unique modus operandi. He holds court either in front of the whiteboard in his
office or rapidly walking the hospital’s corridors, guiding the team in a way that
would make Socrates proud. On the surface, House’s dismissive process with his
fellows in these differential diagnosis sessions seems brutal. As House himself
describes the process: “I thought I’d get your theories, mock them, then embrace
my own” (“Merry Little Christmas,” 3.09). But that’s not really what House
does. Instead, he acts like a giant filter for his team’s theories, educated guesses,
even wrong diagnoses, which through this process become the seeds of some-
thing potentially lifesaving.

House assigns his staff to run tests (often rerunning tests already done by
other doctors, who, of course, cannot be trusted because “they’re idiots”). They
often take a patient history, even breaking into a home or workplace to identify
possible toxins or environmental factors (as well as family secrets) that might
affect the diagnosis. In “Pilot,” Foreman breaks into Rebecca Adler’s home,
and there he finds a key piece of medical evidence, which indirectly leads to the
final diagnosis. Throughout, the team constantly evaluates new information
and re-evaluates what they’ve already done, often revisiting discarded theories
as some new bit of relevant information comes to light. If they’re right, another
piece of the medical puzzle is in place; if they’re not, they’ve still learned some-
thing they hadn’t known before about the culprit.

House leaves no stone unturned or oblique angle unexplored. Not even
House’s own ideas are sacrosanct. He is willing to be wrong — and wrong again
— until the answer is found and the patient is diagnosed, treated, and fixed. It
doesn’t matter to House whether it’s his idea or someone else’s — as long as it’s
right.

As the team hones in on the most likely diagnosis, House often uses imagi-
native metaphors to explain what’s going on in the patient’s body. Antibodies
may become blitzing linebackers; a blood clot is represented as a terrorist
sleeper cell (with a tumor being represented by Osama bin Laden). The
metaphors not only enlighten the fellows, but help make the complex medical
issues and physiology more understandable to the viewers.

And then it comes: eureka! Something triggers a faraway look in House’s
eye. If House were an animated series, a lightbulb would appear over House’s
head. He has his answer, and most of the time, it is in time to save the patient,
who by now is likely hovering at death’s door.

Sometimes the answer strikes him when he’s alone. At a dead end, House
becomes withdrawn and introspective. He knows he and his team are missing
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something, but doesn’t know what. He stares at the whiteboard; maybe he plays
with one of the toys on his desk, always deep in thought, and deep inside him-
self. This is as much a part of his process as tinkering with test tubes and mris.

But House usually needs a muse to spark that final flash of brilliance. Often
Wilson or Cuddy serve that purpose; perhaps a clinic patient says something
that makes the final puzzle piece click into place. On rare occasions, the doctor
who refuses to see patients pays a rare visit to sit at his or her bedside. But this
is the moment of his medical magic; it’s where objective science and logic give
way to intuition and inspiration.

In “Pilot,” House pays Rebecca one of these rare visits towards the end of
the episode, and it’s the first time she has met the elusive Dr. House, although
she has been inquiring about him since being admitted. They already have come
up with the correct diagnosis, but having undergone so many tests, Rebecca is
ready to die, refusing to be guinea pig to even one more of House’s experi-
ments. To her, it’s over, and unless they can prove the diagnosis to her, the next
procedure is just one too many.

As he will do in several episodes over the years, House shares an important
(and personal) piece of himself — as if it is only that keeping the patient from
giving up entirely. In “Pilot,” Rebecca insists on knowing why she should keep
fighting to survive — not give up when she sees that he so obviously has. “What
makes you think I’m so much better than you are?” she persists. 

Ultimately, House comes away from this encounter willing to let Rebecca
die, honoring her request to simply be left alone because they have no proof.
“No more tests,” he explains to his staff. But when Chase suggests a simple pro-
cedure to confirm House’s diagnosis, something clicks and House realizes they
can, indeed, obtain the proof Rebecca demands — and cure her.

This pilot episode only begins to render the remarkably textured (but even
after six seasons, essentially unknowable) central character. A recluse, particu-
larly during the first five seasons, House avoids patients at all costs. He doesn’t
return phone calls, answer his mail, or honor requests for speaking engage-
ments. He is brusque and blunt with no readily apparent bedside manner. He
tells it like it is, usually not the way you would want to hear it. But when you’re
dying, House might inquire, would you want a nice doctor who held your hand
while you died, or a not-so-nice doctor who got you well? 

Gregory House is a man uncomfortable in his own skin. He hides from
patients; he hides from everyone. Is it laziness? Is House a slacker? Or is there
something else? We soon realize House’s attitudes have as much to do with his
self-image as a general contempt for society. “See that?” House observes to
Wilson as they walk the hospital foyer in “Pilot,” “They all assume I’m a patient
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because of this cane.”
Wilson’s solution is simple. All House needs to do is “put on a white coat like

the rest of us.” House counters, “People don’t want a sick doctor.” And therein
lies House’s dilemma. That one sentence defines, within the first 10minutes of
the series, an essential key to his character, helping us understand and sympa-
thize with him, even as his other actions might repel us.

House’s wounded spirit doesn’t prevent him from making outrageous
remarks and snarky snipes, “House-isms.” Snappy, often insightful one-liners
populate his speech: “Everybody lies” and “Treating illness is why we became
doctors. Treating patients is actually what makes most doctors miserable.”

In juxtaposition to the intensity of each week’s diagnosis, House “does time”
in the hospital’s free clinic, treating patients who could be as easily treated as
by a “monkey with a bottle of Motrin.” These “clinic beats” provide a break in
the tension, sometimes a bit of comic relief during the main action of the
episode.

House hates working in the clinic, finding it boring and beneath his skills.
By treating Rebecca, he has come out of hiding to take on a patient as a favor
to Wilson, exposing himself to the prospect of making up six years of neglected
clinic duty. Too bad for House, but those “clinic beats” are much beloved by
series fans and sorely missed when they went largely awol by season four.

Is Formula a Bad Thing?
The series signature formula makes it in some ways predictable, and indeed,
television critics and some fans have nailed the show as a bit too predictable. In
fact, at one point in season two, House self-referentially remarks to Wilson,
“People will think I’m formulaic” (“Hunting,” 2.07), certainly a nod to the
show’s critics at the time. 

Yes, House is often formulaic. It has a formula, and nearly every episode
revolves around that formula — even the occasional “special” episodes (with
some notable exceptions, including the two-hour season six premiere,
“Broken”). 

Perhaps in the beginning, when David Shore first struck pen to paper (or
keystroke to pixel), the series was intended as a straight-on medical mystery —
a “procedural” drama similar to the wildly popular CSI — except that instead
of criminal perpetrators, House battles rare diseases and death. If you were
tuning in only for the show’s main plot, just stopping by for the differential and
to see House work his medical magic, your criticism would be valid. But you
also would not be doing justice to the series, which is not really a medical pro-
cedural — except at its topmost layer. The heart of the series is everything that
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